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EDEN
EDEN is a riverside homestay on a two-acre+ plot alongside 
the river Relli - a kilometre away from Relli Bazar and a 30-
minute-drive from Kalimpong town. The idea behind it was 
to create a comfortable getaway with plentiful open space, 
clean air and isolation. It is literally in the middle of nowhere 
but with very easy connectivity and access to all the 
essentials.

At EDEN, we believe in ‘less is more’ and staying true to it, 
we have started with a single family suite that can 
accommodate four adults. If at all necessary, we can give 
you a twin-bedded room in our own living space. In the days 
to come, we plan on adding a room or two but peace and 
tranquillity will always win over numbers.

While not promising too much, we can safely say, the four 
elements - land, water, air and fire, come together at EDEN.
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FOR  BOOKING  ENQUIRIES

WHATSAPP  US  AT  8371919527

email  us  at  eden.revolver@gmail.com

FOR  DIRECTIONS  CALL  US  AT  7865894716

gmaps plus code: 2GXJ+FH Kalimpong, West Bengal
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EDEN

 

 

For children between 5 and 10 - Rs. 500/night

For 10-years-and-over - Rs. 1,000/night

For infants and children below 5, board will not be charged. Food will be 
charged as per our infant menu.

Our tariff includes dinner and breakfast, except where mentioned. 
Lunch, if required, can be ordered and will be charged extra.

Based on the time of the year, there may be seasonal fruits, vegetables and 
saplings growing at EDEN. We are open to sharing our produce, but you 
do need to  ask. 

EDEN is a working farm, a work-in-progress and constantly evolving. 
The effort has been to keep it as natural as possible, so there are trees, 
shrubs, bamboo clumps, bird, farm animals and insects around along 
with planting terraces, crags, drains, steps and small water bodies. The 
river is also accessible from the property, and is a walk down from the 
living space.

We suggest our boarders to use their common sense, lookout for their 
own safety and supervise their children to avoid unwarranted injuries and 
other surprises.

CAUTION

INAUGURAL TARIFF
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